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INTRODUCTION

The qualty of the cOmmunication betttreen nations over trade disputes,between cOmmu‐

nities over issues such as the placement Of military instanations and nuclear power plants,and

within families and schools Over such issues as buHying and health prOcedures will determine

how well we hve in the future.

Human communication is involved in all levels of human activity froni the global to the

intrapersOnal. HOwever,among the many influences on communication,the significance of the

different rOles and influences Of language, culture and thought, have remained unclear and

inconclusive, The most problematic area is the least observable― thOught. Recent findings

on the influence of language and culture on cognitive development indicate that a review of the

interaction between language, culture and thOught is needed. This in turn has significant

ilnplicatiOns fOr Our understanding of the process of cOmmunicatiOn, from interpersOnal to

intercultural― 一―indeed especiany for intercultural.

LANGUAGE,CULTURE AND THOUGHT

For the better part of this century,a great deal of discussiOn has taken place arOund the

relatiOnships between language,culture and thought and subsequently their effect On communi―

cation(Valdes, 1986). Some aspects Of the discussion reflect the classic Nature vs Nurture

debate. Fortunately,there is a very accessible summary of this discussiOn in relation tO second

language learning in Browll(1980, 1987), and indeed it is instructive to notice the coコ apletely

different treatment Brown gives the subiect in ttle twO editions Of this wOrk.In the earlier

edition, BrOwn clearly favors the view that espouses the universality Of language and by

extrapolatiOn,the universahty of cognitive and affective experience as、 ve■ (1980). He quOtes
Guiora and Wardhaugh tO support this vie、 v against the earher view of lVhorf which clailned

that culture and language play a significant role in shapillg thought

ln the second editiOn, BrOwll an but reverses this positiOn.  He offers evidence of the
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Whorfian view being Hlisinterpreted,and quotes criticis■ l of Guiora's distorted and ultiustified

attacks on Whorf. ]旺 e notes that language teachers today tend to favor the Whorfian hypothe‐

sis, though in a mOre moderate form and attributes this to the intuitive evidence of the

interaction of language and culture. The claiins for universal language have disappeared,and

instead Bro、vn ackno璃/1edges that indeed it is possible for aspects of language to create certain

cognitive■lind sets(1987).

HoⅥ〆ever,even this appears to understate the real situation. Current thinkilag tends to see

all three entities as distinct and yet inseparable, and perhaps best displayed in a circular

continuunl wllere each entity mutually influences the other two(ヽ raldes, 1986). The Changes

described above represent a modest change in terms Of new knowledge,but a dramatic change

in terms of the direction that theorists are no、 v pursuing. By downplayillg the possibility that

there is such a thing as universal language,theorists are adH� tting that they are beginnillg to

accept a somewhat relativist view of thinking processes. The effects of this change on the

direction that communication research will be oblged to take as a result,are quite far reaching

as will be shown later.

A/fuch of the discussion around the influence of language, culture and thought has been

applied to the foreign language learning and teaching context, and this provides a useful

backdrOp for presentillg the issues here as it can be shown ho、 v each entity develops.

In order tO learn a foreign language,one must also learn about the context,or culture,in

which itis used to be able to rnake much sense of how and、 vhy it is used in、 vays which differ

from one's native language. Language and culture both influence one's thoughts on the ne、 v

language and culture,

However,although they mutually influence each other,and cannot realistically be separat‐

ed,these three entities;language,culture and thought bring entirely different chanenges to the

second or foreign language learner. Learning a new ianguage involves moving from a place

where the new language is entirely unintelligible,to、 vhere it is eventually completely,or nearly

completely understandable. Thus,although the learner knows one language already,and knOws

what a language is,he or she lnust start with no understandillg of the ne、 v language at all(apart

from cognates if the languages should share any).

This is not the case with culture. A lot mOre of culture can be intuited from one's own

culture. Th■ ough the advances made in mass―  and multi― media,Inany people have already

become more a、vare of other cultures and may experience thenl,albeit passively and vicarious―

ly,prior to direct contact leaving little or no``shock"at an wllen visiting such host cultures.

Many modern Western cultures have many mOre sirnilarities than differences. Geography is

beconling less important as a criteria for categorizing cultures as can be seen over Japan's

ambiguous identity as both an Asian and a Western country.

Thought has been seen as quite different frOm bOth of the above. The ability to think is

a universal human trait. Although it rnay be influenced by language and culture,thinking has,

until noMら  not been seen as essentiany differing from culture to culture.  Learning a new

language involves learning a new code for essentiany very Similar human ideas,and learning
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a new culture involves learning about the values and interests of the people whO speak this ne、 v

language.Learning a ne、 v language and its attendant culture does entail learning a new world

view and a new way of perceiving reality,yet One does not have tO learn hOw to think all over

again.Thus the contents of the thOughts may be new,and their relative value and importance

may be nOvel,yet the thinking process itself has been seen as mOre or less the same, Even

BrOwn(1980,1987)in his revised edition repeats his earher cOmments and anudes to sOme sort

of universal thinking prOcess when he states that being able tO think in the ne、 v language may

require virtually native―hke command of a cOmpletely different language,but there does nOt

seeni to be an attendant need to master a completely ne、 v set of mental processes.

For a person to deve10p his or her cOgnitive abilities,language and culture are indispens―

able―yet current thinking still seems tO suggest that aH human languages and cultures rnore

or less serve this purpose in very silnilar ways, with mOre or less the same results. While

certain cultures and languages may lend themselves more to certain ideas and prOcesses than

others,these differences are not seen as prOducing marked differences in cognitive abilities.

RESEARCI IN COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

�lany Of the ideas in the discuss10n that support the view that there is some sort of

universal cognitive development process and product can be traced back tO the groundbreaking

work of Piaget(1954,1963). In his highly influential theory Of cOgnitive development,there are

four stages, sensorimotor, preoperational, concrete operational and fOrma1 0perational.

However, 、vhile many scientists agree that children go through the kinds Of changes he

describes,they are less cOnfident now that there are four distinct stages(Gelmanぞ 壺Baillargeon,

1983) Children dO not in fact display the kinds of cOnsistency in problem s01ving techniques

that a stage model would suggest. For example,an expert 9-year― old chess player rnay think

abstractly abOut chess mOves,while a nOvice 20-year― old player may have to resort to more

concrete strategies to plan and remember rnoves(Siegler,1991). Thus,the stages that Piaget

outhned are nOt necessarily natural for all ch』 dren,even if they belong tO the same cultural

group. It has been shOwn that indeed these stages reflect to some extent the expectatiolas and

activities of the children's culture(Laboratory of Comparative Human Cognition,1983),

It is quite possible that children in Western cultures lnaster scientific tl■ inkillg and formal

operations because this is the kind of thinking reqtlired in Western sch001s as even basic

Piagetian―type concrete operations such as classification may not be as basic tO peOple of other

cultures.For example,when African subieCtS from amOng the Kpelle people were asked to sort

20 obiects,they created groups that made sense to them. They put a hoe with a potatO,and a

knife with an Orange. The experilnenter tried,but cOuld not get the Kpelle to change their

categories. They said this is hOw a wise person would do it. Eventuany,in frustration,the

experimenter asked,“ We■ ,hOw、 vOuld a fool do itP'' Immediately the subjects created the four

neat classificatiOn piles the experirnenter had expected― foOd, to01s and so on (Rogoff々

Morelll,1989).
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Other researchers have shown that cultures which value cooperation and sharing teach

these skllls early,、 vhereas cultures that encourage competition nurture these abilities in their

children(Bakerlman et al.,1990,Childs&Greenfield,1982)。

As the rigidity of Piaget's theory comes rnore and rnore into question,other rnore ambitious

studies have sought to discover cultural differences in the 、vays that individuals typicany

process information― their preferred cognitive style of learning. For example,results from

some research suggest that h/1exican Arnericalts tend to be field dependent,preferring holstic,

concrete,social approaches to learning. Because being field independent is related to achieve―

ment in mathematics,the tendency to be field dependent may interfere覇 /ith their performance

in mathematics if it is taught in the usual abstract analytical style(BuenniЩ gて壺frollefson,1987)。

Other researchers have suggested that IIispanic― American students are more oriented towards

fan�ly and group loyalty and are less individualistic. 
′
rhis rnay mean that Hispanic― Arnerican

students prefer cooperative activities and dishke being made to compete璃 嵐th femow students

(Garcia,1992,Vasquez,1990)

Bennet(1995)summarizes research that suggests the learning styles of Afl・ ican Americans

may be inconsistent覇 〆ith teaching approaches in most American schools. Some of the charac―

teristics of this learning style are a visua1/g10bal rather than a verba1/analytic approachi a

preference for reasoning by inference rather than formal logic,a focus on people and relation‐

ships,a preference for energetic involvement in several activities simultaneously rather than

routine,step― by―step learning,and a greater dependence on nonverbal communication.

Native Arnericans also appear to have a more global, visual style of learnilag.  For

example, Navaio Students prefer hearing a story an the way thrOugh to the end before

discussing parts of the story. Teachers who stop to ask questions seem odd to these students

and interrupt the learning process(Tharp,1989). Also,these students sometilnes sho、 v strong

preferences for learning privately,through trial and error,rather than having their■ listakes

made public(Vasquez,1990).

While some of these studies have been questioned over issues of vahdity,their findings have

not been reversed. Obviously it would be un覇 /ise to generaHze these findings indiscriminately

to each and every member of their particular cultural grOup, and sorne differences between

cultural groups could be expected to be overshadowed by differences between individuals

within the same cultural groups. Ho、 vever,taken together,the evidence indicates that culture

influences cognitive development to a far greater extent than previously beheved possible.

The existence of some sort of universal human cOgnitive development is also the basic

assumption made by Acton&de Fenx(1986)lvhere they draw direct parallels between three

models of cognitive development and the process of acculturation. They suggest the existence

of a four stage process of acculturation,based upon the work of several other theorists, The

four stages are′ rourist,Survivor,Inlllligrant and Citizen, They argue that there is a direct

parallel between each stage of acculturation and the stages of development of three models of

cognitive development as outhned in the table below:
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Cummlns

Wong―
Filmore

Ausubel

BICS

Novlce

Exploration

BICS

Advanced
beginner

�狂anipulation

CALPS
Competent

CALPS
Proficient

Acquisition of   Ego
knowledge       enhancement

Diagram l Three Key Models of Cognitive Development.[From William R Acton and Juditll

Vヽ.de Felix,ノ lθθ夕′′″紹″οη α%ブ フ′ゲηttin J M Valdes(Ed.),て 勇%協″ιうο%%瀬えCambrid‐
gei Cambridge University Press,1986,p.25]

Although each Of these models of cognitive development differs in detail frOln the Piagetian

model,the one thing they an share is the ilnplied benef that they each represent,in their own

way, a universal phenomenon, Each view tends tO see the individual constructing an under―

standing of the world accOrding to some kind of innate plan or prograna that is shared by an

humans.

This view was chanenged many years ago by a yOung Russian psycho10gist, Vygotsky

(1978,1986),whO suggested that cognitive development depends much more on the people in the

child's wOrld.  He beheved that children's knowledge, ideas, attitudes, and values develop

thrOugh interaction with others,and thus that culture and language play very important roles

in cOgnitive development.

For VygOtsky,one example of hO、 v language plays an important rOle in the development

of the child can be seen in the way they use private language― speaking to themselves.

Whereas Piaget saw this in a negative light as evidence of inllnaturity,Vygotsky sa、 v this as

representillg externalized thinking that aidに in the development Of prObleni solving abilities and

general cognitive development, Vygotsky placed a great deal of emphasis On the inaportance

of language in cognitive development and reasoned that humans use language to mediate the

relatiOnship between human experience and mental activity.

Research suppOrts Vygotsky's ideas(Bivens&Berk,1990;Kohiberg,Yaeger&Hjertholm,

1969). When children are confused Or having difficulties or making■ listakes,they tend tO use

more private speech, spOken out loud to themselves  And inner speech not Only helps with

solving problems,it also a■ ows for a greater ability tO regulate behaviOr. As children get older,

they tend tO whisper the、 70rdS to themselves,and finaHy internalize them as thoughts(Bee,

1992). These findings have resulted in several developments in educatiOn. Perhaps the most

obvious is the deve10pment of cognitive self― instruction where students are taught to use self

―talk to guide learning(�reichenbaum, 1977).

Based on 「ヽygotsky's ideas researchers have sho、 vn that language also plays a very

important part in the child's cOgnitive development as a medium for interaction with more

capable members of the child's culture(Wood,Bruner&Ross,1976).These peOple serve as

guides and teachers, providing the infOrmation and support necessary for the child to grow

intellectually. This has been called scaffolding or assisted learningo Social interaction and
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assistance are seen not only as teaching methods, but also as the origins of higher mental

processes such as problem s01ving.

Assisted learning also suggests that there is an optimal“ space"around the child where the

child is able to grow and learn best, Tryil■ g to demonstrate knowledge or skill too far away

froni the child's present capabilities results in less than optimal learnilag. This has come to be

known as the zone of proxidlnal development where the child is unable to solve a probleni alone,

but can be successful under adult guidance or in collaboration with a more advanced peer

(WertSCh,1991).

The evidence demonstrates that language and culture directly influence and shape

cognitive development, In Western cultures, culture influences thought largely through lan‐

guage. However,in some cultures,observing a skllled performance,not talkilag about it,guides

the child's learnilag (Rogoff, 1990). Even the relative influence of culture and language on

thougllt is culturally relativel

CONCLUSION

What all these findings illustrate is that although cognitive development is a universal

phenomenon in itself,it is much more influenced from without through language and culture

than previously thought,resulting in greater differences in cognitive processing than previously

thought. It no覇〆rnakes sense to start looking for and identifying cognitive processes according

to their cultura1/1nguiStiC groupillg, While interaction in an cultures and in all languages

fosters cognitive development,the different cognitive processes that are developed have been

shown to be significantly varied. If cognitive development closely fono、 ved the kind ofinherent

plan that Piagetian― type thinking suggests,then people fronl all kinds of cultural backgrounds,

speaking different languages 、vould still share very similar thinking processes.  However,

research shows that this is not the case, The new evidence shows some Of the differences in

such thinking prOcesses within different language/Culture groups, and ho、 A/ such thinking

processes are shaped by the local language and culture.

Previously it was thought that cognitive differences 、vere sufficiently insignificant to

warrant 、videspread use of models of cognitive processes developed in the West,  Now,

however,it is clear that such confidence is=� splacedo What remains unknown, is just how

misplaced this confidence is. Obviously an humans share the ability for cognitive processing,

and obviously there is a great deal of overlap between cultures and languages in cognitive

processes―一一一yet the question remainsIIIow muchP How much are、 ve similar? How much are

we different?

One view that is reinforced一 indeed even developed――一一by the new evidence is the notion

that language,culture,and thought are inextricably intertwined to the point that they serve to

define one another. However,it must also be acknowledged that their c01lective and separate

influence on the communication process is no、 v far more complex.

While practitioners in the past have sought to find the solutions to E� SCOmmunication
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within the entities of language and culture,it now appears that the area of thought deserves

more attention than it has previously received. Communication assumes a conl=non ground

upon which mutual understanding can take place. Although it Onty makes lirnited sense to

separate one of the three entities froni the three― way continuunl,it can be instructive for our

purposes here to do so. Of the three― ――language,culture and thought― ――the latter has by

default played the role of the assumed common ground on the basis Of the prevailing belief that

regardless of the different routes taken,we an end up with rather similar cognitive faculties.

Obviously this has nOt been shown tO be colllapletely false. People from different cultures,

speaking different languages do share a great deal of communicatiOn and understanding. What

has been shOwn,is that the bases fOr this shared cOmmunication are not as similar as was once

thought. While the extent of the differences that exist are not yet knOwn,when doubts are

raised about iust hoヽ v much、ve can assume people frOm different cultura1/hnguistic groups to

share similar cognitive and affective experiences,、 ve must also necessarily raise fundamental

questions about the most basic assumptions of the entire communication prOcess― ―――questions

about the extent of the existence of a common experience that makes mutual understanding

possible.

On the one hand this can be discouraging as the elements and issues surrOunding co■ lFlauni‐

cation― especiaHy ilitercultural communication― ―――are now much more cOmplex, perhaps
making it even more difficult for practitioners to deal effectively with such an array of

variables. On the other hand, this can be encOuraging as it sheds more light on why some

communication in the international arena that appears to allow fOr differences in culture and

language,breaks down in puzzling■ liscOnlィnunication. Two sides may appear to understand

each other because the communicatiOn makes sense to each ofthen■ ,when in fact whatitis that

makes sense tO One side rnay notrnake sense in the same way to the other sidet What was once

thought Of as the cOmmon ground for universal understanding,nOw needs to be negotiated and

anowed for as well.
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